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"IF YOU KNOW
NATURE, YOU
LOVE IT AND IF
YOU LOVE IT, YOU
PROTECT IT!"

Hello! My name is Francesco Barberini
and I am a writer, science communicator
and aspiring ornithologist. I was born in
2007, I live in Acquapendente, close to
Rome, and since I was a child the passion
for nature has strongly influenced my life.
For my naturalistic commitment I was
awarded with the honorific title "Alfiere
della Repubblica" by the President of
Italy Sergio Mattarella, at the age of 10.

Since I was seven I have been
collaborating continuously with
naturalistic associations and institutions
such as WWF, LIPU (Birdlife
International Italy) and Lifegate. In the
tourism sector I have also collaborated
with the Embassy of Finland and the
Seychelles Tourism Board. I am a
Swarovski Optik Ambassador and soon I
will become a National Geographic
Ambassador.
As you can see in the following pages I
have written five books, I hold
conferences (including at universities) and
I am columnist in various national TV
shows.
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MY ACTIVITIES

MY BOOKS- PT. 1

"IL MIO PRIMO GRANDE LIBRO SUGLI UCCELLI"
"MY FIRST BIG BOOK ABOUT BIRDS"

It was my debut book. Published by "Stampa Alternativa"
and with a preface by Emanuele Biggi (TV presenter), it
has been included in the "recommended books" list by the
WWF Italy.

"IL MIO PRIMO GRANDE LIBRO SUGLI PTEROSAURI"
"MY FIRST BIG BOOK ABOUT PTEROSAURS"

Written at the age of 10, it traces the evolutionary history
of these fascinating animals of the past. The cover was
made by Fulco Pratesi (WWF Italy Honorary President).

My books are focused on
ornithology and other
topics related to nature.
They deliver a message of
protection of the
environment and are
enriched by prefaces and
comments of prominent
Italian science
communicators such as
Piero Angela and
Emanuele Biggi. They are
embellished with artworks
made by important artists.
Their creations in several
cases has been supported
by Tourism Boards (such
as Seychelles Tourism
Board) and Embassies (of
Finland and Portugal)

MY ACTIVITIES

MY BOOKS- PT.2

"SEYCHELLES TRAVEL BOOK"

Sponsored by the Italian Seychelles Tourism Board, this
book is the travelogue of my experience in the Seychelles,
where I had the opportunity to visit and be hosted in the
most exclusive and eco-sustainable islands.

""KUUSAMO TRAVEL BOOK"
Sponsored by the Embassy of Finland and the
Municipality of Kuusamo, this book is a travel diary that
reports my experiences as a birdwatcher in this
magnificent Finnish region.

My books are addressed
to a diverse audience:
from those who are simply
intrigued by the topics I
deal with, to novice
birdwatchers, up to the
most hardened ones.
For more information
please click here

MY ACTIVITIES

MY BOOKS- PT.3

I love writing!

"CHE FINE HANNO FATTO I DINOSAURI?"
""WHERE ARE THE DINOSAURS NOW?"

Embellished with an intervention by Piero Angela (the
most important Italian science communicator), this book
tells curiosities and dispelling some myths about these
wonderful animals. Published by Salani Editore (one of
the most important Italian publishing houses).

CURIOSITY
"MY SIXTH BOOK IS READY TO BE PUBLISHED"

It will be edited by Salani Editore.

My latest book had a great
success and it was defined a
unicum of its kind by Salani
publisher

MY ACTIVITIES

TV

Communicating scientific
info is a real pleasure to
me, almost a necessity. As
I do it through my books, I
also do it by TV shows as
columnist or guest.

I have the pleasure of being columnist on tv in these
important national shows:
Rai Gulp, Rai 2 ("Detto Fatto" TV program), Rai3
("Kilimanjaro" TV program)

CURIOSITY

Some examples:
"Detto fatto": click here
"Da noi... a ruota libera": click here
"Portobello": click here
""Propaganda live": click here

Did you know that I became
a meme?
During an episode of "Da noi
... a ruota libera" on Rai1
(the most important Italian
channel, I corrected a very
important Italian TV
presenter, pointing out that
bats are not birds!

MY ACTIVITY

ONLINE AND OFFLINE PRESS
I am columnist of several online and offline press, such as
Focus Junior, #Natura.
The most important newspapers such as "Il Corriere della
Sera", "Il Fatto Quotidiano", "La Stampa", "la Repubblica"
and "National Geographic" have dedicated several
articles to me.

The passion for ornithology
and the environment in
general has strongly
influenced my life. This
thing also intrigues online
and offline newspapers ...
becoming a beautiful way
to spread and deliver a
message of environmental
protection!

CURIOSITY

Some examples:
la Repubblica: click here
La Stampa: click here
National Geographic: click here
Corriere della Sera: click here

I am often invited to
participate in live streams
and online events.
One of my favorite moments
was a live with Marco
Montemagno (a very im
portant online influencer)
(32,514 views on Youtube).
To see it click here

MY ACTIVITIES

CONFERENCES

To divulge is always important!
Another way to do it is to hold or to participate by
invitation to online and offline conferences and classes
addressed to diverse audiences and targets with different
ages and interests. These events are organized by
universities, elementary schools, museums and institutions.
Many conferences that I have had the pleasure to hold
are dedicated to the dinosaurs' evolution into birds
(which is also the focus of my last book).
Please find herebelow some examples:
:
MUSE di Trento
Book Fair- Nuvola di Fuksas
Assemblea Nazionale della LIPU ( National Assembly Birdlife
International Italy)- Parma
Museo civico di zoologia (Zoological Civic Museum)- Roma
Riserva Naturale di Monte Rufeno (Natural Reserve Monte Rufeno)
Palazzo Mondadori- Milano
Festival "Leggere x crescere" (Book Festival)- Capalbio

Another way I have to
inform the people about
ornithology and about
environmental topics is to
be conferences host and
university classes
addressed to different
audiences and targets.
These events are
organized by universities,
elementary schools and
institutions.

CURIOSITY
I held conferences in English
iin schools and museums in
Finland, a Country that I
love!

MY ACTIVITIES

MY SCOIAL MEDIA CHANNELS
"FRANCESCO BARBERINI, CLASSE 2007, ASPIRANTE
ORNITOLOGO"

7.519 FOLLOWERS
"FRANCESCO BARBERINI

5.000 FOLLOWERS

"ASPIRANTE ORNITOLOGO"

4.631 FOLLOWERS

I recently started to devote
myself more to social
channels.
My followers are not only
from the scientific world
but also people intrigued
by my passion.
My most popular reel got
13,100 views.

"FRANCESCO BARBERINI"

1.430 SUBSCRIBERS

CONTACTS
M: +39 338 9525655
E: info@aspiranteornitologo.it
@aspiranteornitologo
W:www.aspiranteornitologo.it

